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BUNGEE RUN FIXINGS OF ROPE AND BELT
The Health and Safety Executive have investigated an accident on a Bungee Run where, for reasons as yet
unannounced, a bungee rope has become detached from the wall end, including the metal fixing, causing a serious
injury to the participant.
A working party has been set up to look at the fixing arrangements at the wall end and the belt end and is expected to
report back in February 2012.
During initial talks there was a suggestion by an HSE officer that the metal fixings used in some designs should be
subject to an annual ADIPS inspection. Whilst, initially, this would appear to be a sensible suggestion this would
certainly put some operators at a considerable disadvantage and increase annual test costs.
At the first meeting of the working party in December 2011 at the HSE laboratory in Buxton Derbyshire, TIPE was
invited to attend to demonstrate some of the fixings used in various designs. This was produced via a series of
photographs together with the presentation of a bungee cord, belt, karabiner's and metal bar.
It became apparent that the areas causing concern were the karabiners and the wall end fixing. In order to balance
the debate TIPE demonstrated a method of fixing the bungee rope to the belt and the wall end without the use of
karabiner’s or welded metal parts (This is the method currently used by Inflatable World Leisure) and provides an
instant cost effective solution to the perceived problem. Our pictures demonstrate how easy this is.
At the belt end.
A) thread the bungee rope through the belt loop (fig. 1) B) thread the opposite end of the bungee rope through the
eyelet of the bungee rope you have threaded through the belt (fig 2) C) pull the whole of the bungee rope through the
eyelet (fig 3)
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Figure 5  show an easy fix using a metal bar through the loop of the bungee rope an figure 6 shows a fixing method
for the bar to the outside of the back wall. No welds and no karabiner.
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